The study of human language is progressively moving toward comparative and interactive frameworks, extending the concept of turn-taking to animal communication. While such an endeavor will help us understand the interactive origins of language, any theoretical account for cross-species turn-taking should consider three key points. First, animal turn-taking must incorporate biological studies on animal chorusing, namely how different species coordinate their signals over time. Second, while concepts employed in human communication and turn-taking, such as intentionality, are still debated in animal behavior, lower level mechanisms with clear neurobiological bases can explain much of animal interactive behavior. Third, social behavior, interactivity, and cooperation can be orthogonal, and the alternation of animal signals need not be cooperative. Considering turn-taking a subset of chorusing in the rhythmic dimension may avoid overinterpretation and enhance the comparability of future empirical work.
Introduction
Interactivity is key in human and animal communication. However, the study of speech and language has traditionally focused on individual linguistic thought, production, and perception, rather than interactive communication. 1 This historical focus on individual language capacities, partly due to a generativist tradition in language sciences, 2-4 is rapidly changing. 5, 6 Unanswered questions regarding how individual communicative rhythms are shaped by group interactions and modulated by social behavior are starting to be addressed. [7] [8] [9] [10] The study of conversation and turn-taking is taking center stage. [11] [12] [13] To understand the origins and evolution of language, the comparative approach targets analogous or homologous language-relevant traits in nonhuman animals. 1 Analogous evolutionary traits across species are those that stem from similar pres-sures but have different origins, 14 for instance, the presence of wings in birds and bats, or the capacity of both humans and bees to share referential information. 1 Instead, homologous evolutionary traits consist of evolutionarily old innovations in a common ancestor, for instance, the hind limbs of all land mammals used for movement, or their respiratory tract used for phonation. 14 Within a cross-species framework, complex traits, such as human speech and language, are likely to be a mix of both: evolutionary old traits that can be found in many of our closest relatives and convergently evolved traits that only appear in clades distant from humans. 1, 15, 16 In human communication, this comparative approach has been extended to turntaking in recent years in an attempt to find how this trait has been shaped by evolution. As shown in Figure 1 , this term is increasingly employed in the literature and may soon overtake chorusing by number of publications. Among other aspects, research on turn-taking investigates the rhythm and timing of human and, more recently, animal rhythmic interactions. 9, 13, [17] [18] [19] [20] Across species, definitions of, and assumptions underlying, turn-taking strongly vary from simple call−response behavior to complex communicative patterns assuming "higher" cognition ( Table 1) .
These comparative efforts may offer valuable insights, but several issues need to be carefully monitored when investigating turn-taking in nonhuman species. In particular, we argue that (1) turn-taking may add a new (semantic and pragmatic) dimension to animal interactive communication, but in its temporal-rhythmic dimension it is nonetheless only a part of the general collective activity known as chorusing; 19, 26, 27 (2) some concepts from human turn-taking are challenging to extend to all animals because they are still debated in (comparative) cognitive psychology, such as intentionality 28 or cognitive flexibility/complexity: 29 instead, attention-like processes, such as salience filters and competitive selection, 30 signal masking, and fixed time lags may suffice to explain much of animal interactive behavior; and (3) turn-taking-if defined as signal alternations, in all their nuances (Table 1) -does not require cooperation in living species or in hominin history. In fact, noncooperative coordination and competition often drive animal interactive displays. 31 We illustrate these points by discussing and building upon some recent experiments and reviews of turn-taking in nonhuman animals. 9, 13, 18, 19, 21, 23, 24 Our intention, we stress, is not to criticize a related field or a particular paper. Instead, we wish to spawn a new approach for examining rhythm interaction across species, an approach that will incorporate ideas from linguistics and cognition, via turn-taking, and from work in animal rhythmic communication, via chorusing. r "In Alston's singing mouse (Scotinomys teguina), we find a robust and rapid countersinging (∼500 ms) that resembles the subsecond latencies of […] the timing of vocal turn-taking evident in human conversation" 21 r "Singing mice actively track conversations" 22 r "Avoid interrupting each other" 22 r "Rapidly perceiving song and precisely orchestrating a vocal reply" 22 Subsecond latencies, overlap avoidance, antiphonal alternation, and robustness
Chimpanzees and bonobos
r "Human language is a fundamentally cooperative enterprise" 23 r "It has been suggested that it evolved as part of a larger adaptation of humans' r "Turn-taking behavior in animals can be classified into three categories based on the relationships between the signaler and the receiver: chorus, duet, or antiphony. Chorus involves males only; duet involves male-female pairs; and antiphony occurs in any animal combination." 18 r "Thus, one animal must send its signal after a preceding signal had ended.
Sometimes the second signal is a response to the first. This alternation of signaler and receiver is referred to as turn-taking" 18 Alternation, limited latency, chorus, duet or antiphonal behavior, and nonoverlapping response to a previous signal Japanese macaques r "Turn-taking, in which participants alternately reply to each other's utterances" 19 r "To enable this rapid turn-taking, the speaker must anticipate the timing of the partner" 19 r "The male advertisement signals (flash or sound) of many insects and frogs have species-specific patterns, and result in synchrony or alternation (i.e., turn-taking, Greenfield et al. 1997 ; Lewis and Cratsley 2008)" 19 r "As the term turn-taking refers to the exchange of communicative signals, such simultaneous signal production in nonhuman animals is also studied in the theoretical framework of 'chorusing'" 19 Response to a previous signal, anticipate the timing of a partner, potential synonym of chorusing, synchrony, and alternation
Male whitehanded gibbons r "The presence of antiphonal duetting in a species is not sufficient, however, to infer that the species possesses flexible turn-taking" 26 r "Unless it can be shown that duetting animals adjust their own calls or songs to a partner's vocal output, then what seems to be turn-taking might instead be the chance result of simultaneous yet independent vocal production" 26 Beyond antiphonal duetting, temporal adjustment to a partner, and lack of co-occurrence of independent calls Continued r "Examining the mechanism of turn-taking in animal groups […] to determine whether the maintenance of multi-participant turn-taking can be a result of a spontaneous and cognitively simple process of self-assembly" 9 r "Call inhibition over short timescales, which prevents mutual interference, and call excitation over longer timescales, which stimulates further group calling. These simple rules suggest that hierarchy formation and turn allocation are not required for achieving group-wide coordination of communication" 9 Different from synchronization, a by-product of self-assembly and call inhibition or call excitation, turn allocation not needed
Chorusing versus turn-taking: what is the difference?
Turn-taking can be defined as "the orderly exchange of purely communicative signals or behaviors (e.g.
peek-a-boo games in humans) between individuals characterized by principles for the coordination of turn transfer, which result in observable temporal regularities" 13 (see also Tables 1 and 2) . Animal chorusing can be defined as "Acoustic signalling produced collectively by a group of individuals whose activity is clustered in both space and time; choruses may be temporally structured in alternating or synchronous formats" 32 (see also Table 2 ). It is incorrect to define chorusing as "a cacophony of sounds" or "synchronous production of the same call type by more than two individuals." 13 Indeed, cacophony is the exception, not the rule, in choruses, 27, 31 and only when synchronous instead of, for example, alternating 27 will a chorus be called a "synchronous chorus." 31 Adopting a too restrictive definition of chorusing undermines its importance and relegates it to a peculiar quirk of some animal species, of little relevance to the study of turn-taking. By contrast, we argue that a more productive way forward would be to consider turn-taking and chorusing as highly overlapping theoretical frameworks and methodological approaches to investigate one common conceptinteractive communication-with an emphasis on its temporal and rhythmic dimension (for detailed reviews on chorusing and turn-taking, see Refs. 13, 27, and 31) .
But what does chorusing have to offer to turntaking researchers? The empirical study of animal choruses has been ongoing for almost a century across species and modalities, 7, 8, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] and their study partly overlaps with animal turn-taking, a more recent and growing ( Fig. 1 ) topic of comparative research. 9, 18, 19, 24, 25 Differences among frameworks exist, and each framework can provide some insights that the other cannot. 14 For instance, research on turn-taking is more concerned with cognitive flexibility, while chorusing focuses on the precise timing of interactive signals (see Table 2 ). Pragmatically, we argue that a systematic comparison between these two approaches may highlight the strengths and weaknesses of each, thus allowing mutual progress ( Table 2 , see also Refs. 14 and 40). Such comparison would point toward gaps in one field (e.g., which instances of turn-taking are competitive versus cooperative?) that can be filled by knowledge in the other (e.g., by performing model selection among mathematical frameworks of competitive versus cooperative chorusing). 31, [40] [41] [42] Importantly, the concept of chorusing can be applied to nonacoustic signaling, 7 where it has been employed since its early origins. 33, 43, 44 This is particularly convenient because language is inherently multimodal, rather than limited to the acoustic channel.
Toward a species-inclusive framework
A comparison between human and nonhuman interactive communication with a focus on rhythm is timely. 8, 13, 50, [54] [55] [56] However, at this early stage of animal turn-taking research, one needs to be careful in deciding which human concepts can be applied across species. For instance, taking turns may be important because one party may not be able to attend to a second when it is itself signaling 
Different approaches to and foci of animal interactive communication: similarities and differences between chorusing and turn-taking, often dependent on assumptions of what can be measured (see also Ref. 14)

Feature type
Turn-taking Chorusing
Assumptions on measurability
Neural and "higher" cognitive processes 11, 13 Behavior and neurobiological processes 27, 31 Modality Multimodal, as language is multimodal 11, 23 Mostly unimodal; depending on the species, focus on audition, movement, and/or vision 27 
Flexibility
Cognitive flexibility 11, 13 Temporal flexibility 26, 31, 45 Assumption Intentionality and some other cognitive traits 13, 23 Few or no mentalistic assumptions, rather focus on reactive versus predictive, and endogenous versus exogenous rhythms 27 
Timing
Absolute time delay between the offset of a signal and the onset of the next 46 (see also Refs. 12, 47,
Relative phase of individual signal onsets with respect to the signals of other individuals 31, 37, 45 Function Relative communicative (proximate) function of two adjacent turns 11 Evolutionary function(s) of interactive timing 31, 35 Group Coordination between two individuals 46 Emerging coordination patterns across two or more individuals 8, 26, 49 
Roles
Individual roles affected by the particular communicative exchange 11 Sex, age, and social roles (e.g., dominant female/male) 50, 51 
Semantics
Focus on the interplay between timing (and/or prosodic) and semantic (and/or pragmatic) content of a turn 11, 52 Little or no focus on semantics 31 "Syntax" Turn-taking events are orderly organized, with emphasis on the variety of potential combinations, for example, ABC = CAB 11
Structural rules can govern the timing of events and "turns," rather than their combination. When analyzed, the combination of turns are considered modulo their subcomponents, for example, (ABC)(ABC)AB = C(ABC)(ABC)A 37, 45 
Mechanisms
Main focus on behavioral and neurocognitive mechanisms 11 Focus on different explanatory levels, from genetics 10, 53 to neurobiology and behavior 27 
Main methods
Discourse analysis of corpora of recorded interactions and neuroimaging 11 Acoustic analyses of recordings, playback experiments, and so on 35, 37, 49 (or lacks a neural forward model 57, 58 ). In humans, sensory predictions of one's own motor actions are used to attenuate the sensory effects of a movement (i.e., forward model) 57 so to better perceive external stimuli. For example, in a conversation, the attenuation of the sensory feedback due to one's own voice may facilitate the perception of the interlocutor's voice. 58 However, in other species, an individual may not be able to listen to another individual while signaling. This problem is particularly important in the acoustic modality because of physical masking, that is, when a stimulus hides another one with similar physical properties. Brains of humans and many other vertebrates generate forward models and efferent copies to solve this issue, 58, 59 but it is unclear whether this system may be sufficiently developed in other taxa such as arthropods. 60 Hence, it is currently unknown whether this concept may be broadly applicable to a turn-taking comparative framework. a A potential risk in applying turn-taking frameworks to animal communication may be to neglect these important, albeit "lower level," issues to focus more on cognitive, mentalistic frameworks. 61 Concepts like intentionality, cognitive flexibility, and a While less critical, the issue of masking also exists in visual signaling. 12 An intriguing research direction could be a cross-species comparison of signal masking between auditory and visual modalities. 7, 12 Such research would test the hypotheses of phylogenetic effects of efferent copies or modality specificity on successful interactive communication. 16 Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci. 1453 (2019) 12-21 © 2019 The Authors. Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc. on behalf of New York Academy of Sciences cognitive complexity are sometimes used in animal turn-taking research. 13, 23 Especially in apes, these concepts seem quite suitable. 23 However, if the aim is a broad comparative approach, are these appropriate yardsticks for comparison? For instance, what are the requirements for a cricket's communication act to be classified as intentional? The field of comparative cognition and animal behavior has been debating for decades which species show intentional behavior: [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] some argue that only humans possess intentionality, while others see no reason to exclude any animal, or even bacteria, species, 28 and robots. 67 Likewise, without falling back into pure behaviorism, 61 it is still unclear which species the cognitivist framework should include, 29 how "cognitive complexity" should be measured, 68 and by whom. 69 To ensure the cross-species study of turntaking rests on solid ground, only species-inclusive frameworks, ideally extendable to all animals, should be initially adopted. For instance, a framework applicable to all signaling species is the use of timing in social group behavior. 9, 70, 71 Nonetheless, the species-inclusive framework we advocate may obscure fine-grained differences between taxa, and even within a taxon subject to diverse environmental and social conditions. Hence, once this global data set is developed, focused analyses of specific sections could allow us to avoid anthropocentrism while seeking to understand where cooperation via shared goals is a factor in signal alternation.
Turn-taking does not imply cooperation
Many studies and reviews of human language conjecture its origin in cooperation. 23, 72, 73 These conjectures may account for the current trend linking behavioral alternation across a wide range of nonhuman animals to cooperation and referring to such alternation as turn-taking. 13, 23 While we are sympathetic toward interactive accounts of the evolution of language and speech, 6, 14, 27, 74 turn-taking, cooperation, and language origins have not been shown to be so strongly connected as depicted in some turn-taking work. 13, 23 Across nonhuman animals, acoustic turn-taking is certainly widespread, but it is not necessarily cooperative. 39, 41, 45 Cooperation may be an important element in some aspects of avian duetting, 75 primate communication, 13, 23 and in insect male−female exchanges. However, many examples of male−male interchanges involve competition. 35, [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] In insects and anurans, what appears to be turn-taking between males has been experimentally shown to be a way to clearly assess a rival neighbor, and ensure that a rival neighbor hears you correctly and takes appropriate actionwhich may be leaving and avoiding an attack. 81 Thus, when prolonged call alternation occurs, the matched calls reflect individuals who have evaluated one another until that juncture as rather equivalent in physical prowess or motivation. 82 When one of the individuals eventually does not respond, he is likely to have tired and will shortly leave, thereby avoiding the high probability of being attacked by a stronger neighbor. In this context, the call matching during the alternation phase of the interaction is quite unlike turn-taking in typical human conversations. b Cooperation would demand that a faster individual slow down to accommodate the slower one, an adjustment common in humans 86, 87 and experimentally achievable in other mammal species (e.g., sea lions 88 ), which does not seem to occur in anuran and insect species. 89 Another case where turn-taking may at first appear as a cooperative venture but is really a by-product of competition occurs where leading calls are preferred by receivers (precedence effect). Under such circumstances, each caller in a local group actively avoids being a follower. In many animal species, the avoidance entails a "phase-delay" mechanism wherein a caller inhibits his central rhythm generator when he hears a neighbor's call. 37, 90 The caller then rebounds from inhibition at the end of neighbor's call and thereby calls before the neighbor's next call. 37, 90 When two individuals call with similar rhythms and phase-delay adjustments, alternation-arguably analogous to turn-taking 3,27 -emerges by default. From an evolutionary perspective, phenomena that appear to be cooperative today may have their origins in phenomena that most decidedly were not. For example, mutualism between species may have begun as parasitism. 91 Likewise, animal alarm calls, which provide direct benefit to the receiver but not the caller, might have originated to selfishly manipulate conspecifics' behavior. 92, 93 In brief, alternative hypotheses-both competitive and cooperative-may account for turn-taking b Human language is flexible, however, and in some cases confrontational or "competitive" turn-taking does occur. 83 40, 41 Likewise, different individual behaviors can be mapped to a range of interactivity patterns. 40, 74, 90 This mapping is complex, nonlinear, and a potential subject for exciting future research. It must include at least four explanatory levels, illustrating (1) how neural processes occur within an individual nervous system (e.g., oscillations, predictive coding, and climbing neural activity [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] ); (2) possibly supporting different cognitive mechanisms; 13, 14, 30, 40, 60, 74 (3) which result in a range of individual timing patterns that can be measured behaviorally; 12, 37, 45, 46, 49 and that (4) shape and are shaped by interindividual interaction. 14, 39, 71, 98 
Conclusions
To conclude, we welcome and support a crossspecies approach to understanding turn-taking. However, a clear common definition of turn-taking should be employed across studies (see Table 1 ). We agree with our colleagues who are extending a human turn-taking framework to other species that testable frameworks are important, that there is a shortage of data, and that, at the current stage, it cannot be decided which species show elements of human conversational turn-taking. 13, 18 We argue that findings do not need to be weighted by phylogenetic distance from humans, and many examples of animal turn-taking 9, 19, 21, 24 are still interesting in their own merit without advocating cooperation or social cognition. "Lower level" processes, such as attention, 30 signal masking, 35, 77 and fixed time lags 31 may suffice to explain much of animal turn-taking behavior. In particular, animal chorusing, as long as this is not defined as "a cacophony of sounds," 13 may provide a broader biological foundation for turn-taking without assuming intentionality. The intention may very well be present in some instances of turn-taking and chorusing, but there are many cases where it is likely not. As a new hybrid field is born, its cross-species approach to turn-taking and chorusing will feature a real interdisciplinary blend among biology, cognition, and neuroscience.
